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Summary – Wellmo is the
only content agnostic
digital health platform
Insurers are becoming ecosystem builders and orchestrators
of health services, increasingly digital health services. Digital
health will for a large part be driven by insurance companies.
Wellmo’s unique platform has been built for combining the
best locally relevant digital health services with a unified
and personalized user experience.
Wellmo is proven with leading European insurers.
In addition to insurance, Wellmo is relevant for and has
customers from other industries, such as pharma, media,
consumer goods and public health.
Wellmo is white label, SaaS based, and with b2b business model.

Wellmo in short
•
•

Digital health platform

•
•

Insurance focus since 2016

•

Customers in six European countries

Founded 2013, Nokia spin-off
White label, SaaS, B2B business model
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Insurers are becoming
orchestrators of health
services

Consumers are lost in today’s
health service supply

McKinsey estimates that the global health ecosystem will be
worth $ 6 trillion by 2025, i.e. one of the biggest industries
globally.
While health ecosystems emerge in different forms in different
health systems (countries), and insurance products, a common
denominator is that insurers have a great opportunity to
take the role of an orchestrator and becoming the prime
channel of health services for their members.
Insurers have well-known brands, distribution power and a
business model that makes them beneficiaries of effective care
and prevention.

…digital technologies are giving rise to ecosystems that could
allow insurers to extend their reach or to partner with
companies in other industries. Carriers have an opportunity to
differentiate themselves by providing an excellent customer
experience…
…while insurance could be featured as the risk-mitigation
service for each of these 12 ecosystems, there’s no reason why
insurance companies could not constitute their own
subecosystems that cater to individuals and institutions. The
ecosystems most relevant to the insurance industry… include
mobility, housing, health, wealth protection,
and B2B services. “
– McKinsey – Digital Insurance in 2018

Prevention
•
•

Sick care
•
•
•

Fragmented, variable quality
No referral system

Licensed services, quality
Referral system
Insurer as the payer

Insurers can orchestrate
services for individuals

Prevention
•
•

Sick care

Insurer’s curated recommendations
based on knowledge of the customer.
Insurer as a trusted partner.
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Disparate collection of
health apps and services
does not work

Some insurers have fallen prey to the sales pitches of so-called
mega apps, claiming to cover all the health needs of an insurer’s
broad and varied customer population. This, however, isn’t true
and these insurers quickly find themselves back in the
situation of having to promote a disparate collection of
disconnected digital health apps and services.

HEALTH PROFESSIONALS w/ limited
technology

HOLY GRAIL

Medical Publishers
BREADTH OF CONTENT

In an increasingly digital world, service ecosystems comprise more
and more digital services powered by data, analytics and AI. In
search of the right combination, many insurers have ended up
with up to tens of different health apps and services which
they promote to their customers. These may include a claims app,
an electronic health check on the web, CBT programs, an app for
diabetics, another for pain and a third one for fun activity
campaigns. The list goes on with symptom checkers, nurse chat,
and other digital services of insurer’s healthcare and rehabilitation
partners. All these apps and services have separate logins and use
logic. Data doesn’t flow between the services. Result is a horrific
user experience and severe shortcomings in usage and business
impact.

Coaching
companies

Care
providers
NICHE APPS

MEGA APPS with own content

Majority of health
apps

TECHNOLOGY

Adequate coverage of the needs of an insurer’s member
population requires a broad and continuously evolving
portfolio of services, supported by technology allowing
offering just the right services to right persons at the right
time.

Force-fitting local ecosystem partners’ services afterwards to such a
mega app will be an extremely painful and costly exercise due to
lack of built-in support for it, a lock-in situation, and inherent
competition between the mega app provider and local
ecosystem partners.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The solution is platform &
ecosystem – Wellmo is the
leading content-agnostic
platform

Such a platform must have rich integration API’s, a content
management system for insurer’s own content, rules engine
for configuration of engagement process, service paths and
personalization, and usage & outcomes analytics. In the
future, rules engine-based personalization can increasingly be
substituted with machine learning and AI.
Wellmo is the only health platform built from ground up for the
purpose described above. Wellmo is content agnostic and thus
a very attractive partner for various players in the health
ecosystem as Wellmo is not a competitor, but an enabler for
business for them. Together with such service providers,
Wellmo can deliver a solution far superior to any single
vendor.

HEALTH PROFESSIONALS w/ limited
technology

HOLY GRAIL

Medical Publishers
BREADTH OF CONTENT

For an insurer as an orchestrator, there is no way around
building an ecosystem of locally relevant providers of health
services. Most of such providers have their own digital content,
services and apps with varying degrees of sophistication. What is
needed in addition is a platform which allows tying the
complete service set into a consistent user experience,
enabling continuous improvement at the same time.

Coaching
companies

+ ECOSYSTEM

Care
providers
NICHE APPS

MEGA APPS with own content

Majority of health
apps

TECHNOLOGY

With Wellmo platform and an ecosystem of services, an
insurer can stay at the cutting edge of digital health without
having to invest in technology or service development. Instead,
the insurer can focus on delivering a differentiating user
experience that supports its selected business model. As
services can easily be changed, there is no danger of lock-up.

Wellmo is white label, SaaS based, and with b2b business model.
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Together with
partners, Wellmo
can deliver a solution
which is far superior
to any single vendor

Assessments

Content/
programs

Healthcare

Wellmo-powered insurer’s health app typically brings together a wide
range of services from different sources. Some, such as a claims
function, may come from the insurer itself, some from insurer ’s
existing healthcare and prevention partners and some from Wellmo’s
network of partners.
Wellmo’s partners include typical health apps and health check
providers as well as telehealth, assistance and healthcare providers,
coaching companies, media houses and system integrators. Together
with these, and others, Wellmo can serve the most advanced
needs of insurers and their customers.

Insurance
admin

Technology
services

Healthzilla

Examples of partners with various levels of arrangements with Wellmo

Implementation
services

Proven with
leading insurers
and service
providers
Wellmo is proven with leading insurers in their
markets,
including
Sweden’s
largest
insurer
Länsförsäkringar, AXA Germany and Finland’s second
largest insurer LocalTapiola.
Cases have all been implemented together with leading
locally relevant health service and content partners.

Use case: Health insurances sold to individuals
German health insurers, provide broad ranges of services for their customers.
Wellmo integrates prevention, patient support programs for 9 chronic
conditions, and coaching under the brand name and app eloise. Eloise is a result
of co-operation between Sanvartis and Wellmo, with content from e.g. Deximed
and Humanoo. Insurers using eloise include AXA Germany where eloise is a key
part of AXA’s Gesundheitservice360.

Use case: Complementary health insurance sold to enterprises
Länsförsäkringar, the largest insurance company in Sweden with over 3,9
million members, chose Wellmo as a platform partner for renewing its digital
health services, Hälsoportalen. The new Hälsoportalen offers improved
customer experience and attracts more people to use digital health services
actively. With the Wellmo platform, Hälsoportalen transformed into a mobile,
flexible and personalized health portal, and a hub for the holistic health
insurance offer.

Use case: Private life insurance sold to individuals and enterprises
Early pioneering customer for Wellmo’s insurance platform, LocalTapiola, the
second largest insurer in Finland, reached excellent results with the novel Smart
Life Insurance product. Launched in 2016, the new insurance rapidly helped
LocalTapiola gain 3 percentage points of market share. Smart Life Insurance
brought LocalTapiola a five-figure amount of new customers, with 80% of them
taking the app in use and 90% completing health check. 83% of members
remained users after six months, with 83% reporting health gains.
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Easy to get started with
and to develop
iteratively

Typical Wellmo implementation

PROOF OF CONCEPT

PILOT

PRODUCTION:
LAUNCH & CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

Wellmo’s experienced team guides the Wellmo customer
through an initial implementation cycle. This spans partner
selection, service design, configuring, using and analysing the
results. Guidance at the beginning provides an effective
knowledge transfer from Wellmo to the customer and partners,
and sharing of best practices from insurers in other markets.
From there on, insurer can choose to drive the work
themselves, or use an implementation partner. Wellmo’s
team will support. In addition to design and ecosystem building,
implementation involves configuring the platform and putting in
place necessary integrations and possible custom features.
Within a few weeks from project start, a prototype of the
service will be in the hands of insurer’s project team and
stakeholders. Within a couple of months it can be made
available to first external customers.
Comprehensive analytics will reveal what works and what needs
to be improved. Improvements can be implemented and
published ‘on the fly’. This provides for a solid basis for working
up to a highly engaging service which delivers the outcomes and
business results the insurer is after.

LEARN WITH US

TEST WITH
CUSTOMERS

REAP THE BENEFITS

CONFIGURE
& PUBLISH

DESIGN

Customer
feedback

ANALYZE

USE

Agile development: The service can be developed iteratively, and additions and
improvements can be rolled out on ongoing basis.
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Wellmo’s Information Security Management System is ISO27001 certified.
Users retain control of their data and Wellmo complies with GDPR
requirements, with data retained within EU.
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